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Dedicated to the children of the eARth, to space pioneers...

… and to all personal of the APollo programs.



Once uPon a time… 

Under the patronage of

In partnership with



… in 1962, the american president, John Kennedy,

announced he had decided to send a man on the

Moon! The all world applauded, amazed!!!



The american space agency, nAsA, drew a space

craft to go to the Moon, in 3 parts: The rocket

Saturn V, the command module, and the lunar

module “Eagle”. a technological adventure!



a few years later, the Kennedy SpAce CenteR

makes the first tests to have john’s dream

comes true: the “APollo” space program is born!



by 1969, nAsA has selected the 3 astronauts who

will travel to the Moon with APOLLO 11:

neil ARmstRong, buzz AldRin and mike Collins.

The vision of president kennedy becomes reality…
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… while at the Kennedy SpAce CenteR…



… a little Chick was born.



The first thing he saw was… the Moon.!



Chick dreamed of going there…



One day, he spotted a rocket touching the Moon.!



Chick climbed to its top..



Suddenly, all shook very strongly.!!



Soon, Chick lifts off to his dream.



On July 16th 1969, APollo 11 flies to the Moon.!11



Chick, happy, surfs in space.!



after 4 days, APollo 11 approaches the Moon. 

The rest is history…
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on July 20th 1969, the all world listens: “Houston,

this is tranquility base. The eagle has landed.”



6 hours later, Neil ARmstRong says: “This is a

small step for a man, a giant leap for Mankind”.



July 21st 1969… Chick and Neil ARmstRong

are the first to walk on the Moon.!



a few hours later, Neil and chick reach

the top of the crest of the crater masking

the hidden side of the Moon, and…



"What a....!!!!"



Snowy mountains and pine tree forests

surround a glowing village, with spacecrafts

crisscrossing the winter scenery!!!



Then, a laugh fills space: “Ho ho ho hoooo!”.

Stunned, Neil reports: “Houston... We are not

alone... Santa is here!...” Chick is all wonders…



the warm voice of Santa rises: “a giant leap

for mankind will truly happen when the

adults will follow the ideas of the children.”



Santa reveals the origin of happy societies:

“Encourage what has the most value in the

universe: a child’s intuition.”



on July 21st 1969, APollo 11 leaves the Moon

with its secret: the discovery of santa Claus!
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back on eARth, Chick and the astronauts of

APollo 11 are celebrated as planetary heroes.!

THE EaGLE HaS LaNDED.!
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In 2029, to celebrate the 50 years of the mission APollo 11,

the Chick APollo SpAce CenteR invites children to imagine the 

future spaceships to travel back to the Moon

and across the all universe. 

at the heart of this educative program, Santa’s wish:     

“encourage the children’s intuition!”
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Chick APollo SPAce CenteR

FOUESNANT - FRANCE



the Chick APollo SpAce CenteR offers a pedagogy inspired by the

tale of Chick APollo and the adventure of its little hero, Chick.



ReAding in clAss the tAle Chick APollo



The Chick Apollo libRARy



APollo 11 boARd11





Chick APollo cRAyons woRkshop













Chick APollo wRiting woRkshop



Chick APollo mAthemAtics



Chick APollo countdown



Chick APollo pAinting woRkshop























With our special thanks to the children and the teachers

Of LA GARenne school of Fouesnant.



DecembeR 2029…



For Xmas, From the illustrations of the children,

the first craft for space tourism, the lunA PSV, is

built by lunA AiRcRAft, a non-profit corporation.



Inspired by the helmet of the astronauts of

APollo 11 mission, the design of the lunA PSv

model soon becomes the favorite space vehicle

for all generations, children and grown-ups alike!
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The engine of the LunA PSV is electromagnetic and

called the “EmDRive”. It is propellant-less,

therefore very clean, non-polluting: no flames,

n0 smoke, no rocket, and… no noise. really cool!!!



RogeR shAwyeR, the inventor of the emdRive

thruster, shares his knowledge with all,

online, in universities ON EARTH, and, maybe

soon, on the Moon!

Roger Shawyer
Aerospace engineer / www.emdrive.com



With the emdrive, Luna PSV will take 36 hours to

bring to the Moon, 3 astronauts or 3 tons of

equipment to build a hotel over there!! APOllo 11

is the “small step”, lunA PSV the “giant leap…”
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The clients of lunA AiRcRAft are the “small”

nations of eARth which cannot pay for the too

expensive costs of a space program with

chemical propULsion. With the emdRive engine and

its cool electromagnetic propulsion technology,

“all nations can now go to the Moon!”



Luna Aircraft presents Luna Spaceways,

“The World’s Most Fun Spaceline!”   

Lots of people, young and old, make reservations

for a trip to the Moon, and LunA AiRcRAft creates

a new transportation company: “LunA SPAcewAys”!



soon, many LunA PSV fly, and santa said it right:

“a giant leap for mankind” by the grace of

children’S INTUITION aND IDEaS for exiting voyages…



… to their Moon where 60 years ago, santa

encouraged neil ARmstRong and Chick APollo

to achieve the dream of a planetary society!



www.lunaanimation.com


